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COVID’S IMPACT ON SUSTAINABILITY

Amidst the turmoil created by the COVID-19 crisis, what stood out was the continued shift towards sustainable or ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) investing. Global sustainable funds saw strong capital inflows of ~US$117 billion, versus a net outflow of ~US$30 billion for the broader fund universe over 1H 2020. Sustainable funds and indices also outperformed their counterparts in 1H 2020. For example, returns on the MSCI World Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) index outperformed the MSCI World index by 411bps over the same period, even controlling for sector tilts (e.g. underweight energy, overweight technology).

The pandemic has also highlighted some key ESG-oriented structural shifts. First, it has magnified the vulnerabilities and awareness of rising social inequality, specifically in the areas of access to technology, healthcare, jobs and social safety nets. Second, safety measures and supply chain disruptions have triggered a huge push to technology and automation, which could result in an even faster pace of job displacements, especially for lower-skilled workers. Third, the disruptions to cashflows, production and operating models have heightened the need for good governance, corporate resilience and robust capital allocation strategies.

While the **Environmental** aspect, particularly climate change remains a key focal point, COVID-19 has resulted in **Social** factors having a greater influence on corporate behaviour, economics and financial performance. For example, as the figure below illustrates, companies that pay fair wages to their employees saw their share prices clearly outperform, as compared to that of companies that ranked poorly on fair pay – thus giving new impetus to “stakeholder capitalism” despite current pressures on companies’ profits and investor returns.

---

2 Global funds saw an outflow of US$90 billion in 1Q 2020 and inflow of US$360 billion in 2Q 2020 (Source: Morningstar Research Data as at 25 July 2020)
3 Morningstar reported that returns of 70% of sustainable equity funds ranked in the top halves of their categories and 44% in their category’s best quartile in 1Q 2020, which was the worst period of volatility in the equity markets since the Global Financial Crisis.
4 Source: A Global View of How Consumer Behaviour is Changing Amid COVID-19, McKinsey, 8 July 2020
5 From June 2019 to June 2020, the unemployment rate for those with a bachelor’s degree or higher rose from 2.1% to 6.9%, while it rose from 3.9 to 12.1% for those with high school education (Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics)
6 According to MSCI data, the MSCI World Governance Quality Index rose by 0.65% over 1H 2020, versus -5.5% for MSCI World, and up 11.9% versus 7.5% over the last five years.
THE STRUCTURAL RISE OF SUSTAINABLE INVESTING

The term ESG was coined in 2005 in a study entitled Who Cares Wins. This later led to other key initiatives such as Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) in 2006. Various studies also followed, which established the financial relevance of sustainable investing, and illustrated its lower downside risks and volatility, even through the worst of past equity market downturns. Together with increasing support from international organizations, government bodies, and financial and investment institutions; improving reporting standards and data; and growing ESG-related investment vehicles, this has resulted in the sharp rise of sustainable investing, particularly over the last five years.

In 2018, the ESG investing market was worth over US$30 trillion in AUM, or ~33% of all professionally managed assets around the world – up from 21.5% in 2012. While there are varied estimates of ESG-related AUM, depending on how ESG is defined by asset class, strategy, market and investor coverage, the underlying growth trend is clear.

Investors seeking to integrate ESG into their investment strategies initially faced challenges in data availability and quality, and a paucity of guiding frameworks and disclosure standards for companies. As more players entered the market to provide solutions, the landscape shifted, also creating a different set of challenges for investors. For example:

- The proliferation of data and service providers with different classifications and standards, which makes it difficult to make consistent comparisons, and hence investment decisions.
- The need to deal with evolving and differing global regulations across the US, Europe and Asia on ESG investment instruments and rules.
- The prevalence of “greenwashing” or “social washing” – a major issue for consumers and investors. Measuring performance of ESG factors is challenging as there is no clear framework or criteria for evaluating positive impact on the environment, or human or labour rights.

Assets in ESG funds surge

Total assets in environmental, social and governance and socially responsible ETFs ($bn)

Source: EPFR Global © FT

Global sustainable debt annual issuance, 2012-2018

Source: Bloomberg/IF, Bloomberg L.P.; Note: “Other” includes labeled blue bonds
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7 This includes the UNEP FI & Freshfields Report, and The Impact of Corporate Sustainability on Organizational Processes and Performance by Robert G. Eccles, Ioannis Ioannou, and George Serafeim.
8 Source: Sustainable Reality – Analyzing Risk & Returns of Sustainable Funds, Morgan Stanley
9 Source: Global Sustainable Investment Review 2018
10 Estimates range from US$89 trillion (UN PRI total assets under management as of 2019), US$8 trillion (J.P. Morgan’s estimates of dedicated sustainable strategies as of September 2019) to US$1.3 trillion (Moody’s survey of 27 managers with explicit ESG mandate in their prospectus or investment management).
While it will take time for the industry to converge on a few leading standards for ESG- and climate-related data disclosure, there are clear signs that sustainable investing will persist as a secular trend, driven by:

**Regulation (applies to both investors and corporates)**
- Increased disclosure requirements and standardisation
- Increased scrutiny and financial costs for non-sustainable business activities

**Demand**
- Growing evidence that ESG investing can be profitable with lower downside and volatility
- Demographics – increased investing power of millennials, alongside the great wealth transfer from the baby boomer generation
- Better transparency as data availability and disclosures rise

**Supply**
- Growing supply of ESG investing options
- Availability of ESG measurement and benchmark tools
- Technology improvements that support better data and analytics

Ultimately, more investors are seeking to include ESG factors in their investment choices rather than focusing purely on financial returns, with allocations to ESG-related mandates likely to continue rising over time. Externalities, such as environmental impact or liabilities that could arise from structural gaps in business conduct and governance, are also increasingly being priced into company valuations. Issues with data are set to improve in line with education, in industry and regulatory developments currently under way. New technology based on machine learning and big data will also unlock valuable insights and ways to apply ESG data to conventional financial information.

**THERE ARE CLEAR SIGNS THAT SUSTAINABLE INVESTING WILL PERSIST AS A SECULAR TREND.**

Looking ahead, these shifts are likely to further support the continued structural rise of sustainable investing, as investors, businesses and consumers change behaviours to account for future liabilities arising from how they deploy capital today.

**GIC’S APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY**

As Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund, ensuring long-term sustainability in our global investments and operations is fundamental to how we fulfil our mandate, which is to preserve and enhance the international purchasing power of the reserves under our management.

We believe that companies with stronger sustainability practices will generate better risk-adjusted investment returns over the long term, and this relationship will only strengthen over time. This is driven by physical factors like climate change, as well as financial market factors given evolving regulations and investor and consumer preferences. These factors shape the long-term prospects and hence, value of companies.

We also believe in taking a long-term and holistic approach to sustainability in our investment and corporate processes. We recognise that for any investment, there are trade-offs and conflicts between different sustainability goals; there may be inherent conflict between environmental sustainability goals and social sustainability goals in the short term, especially for some emerging
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11 About 75% of asset owners and 62% of asset managers allocated over a quarter of their funds towards ESG, up from about 50% in 2017. Over 90% are targeting similar allocation levels up to 2021. Institutional and high net-worth individual investors, notably those aged below 40, also showed similar sustainability preferences towards more values-based investing. (Sources: BNP Paribas ESG Global Survey 2019; Investing with Purpose for Performance and Capgemini World Wealth Report 2020)  
12 In July 2020, two leading global ESG standard setters, Global Reporting Initiative and Sustainability Accounting Standards Board, announced a collaboration to provide increased clarity on how their standards can be used together.
market countries. Hence, we favour engagement over divestment, and achieve this by directly involving management on discussions on how to operate more sustainably. Such an approach, unlike divestment, will lead to more beneficial outcomes for stakeholders over the long term.

Our approach to sustainability is led by GIC’s Sustainability Committee, which shapes and implements our sustainability framework, supports and promotes sound investment stewardship, and drives GIC’s response to emerging ESG risks and opportunities.

**PUTTING SUSTAINABILITY INTO PRACTICE AT GIC**

We apply an **O-D-E framework** to integrate sustainability across our investment and corporate processes. ‘**O**’ refers to going on the Offensive when it comes to investment opportunities; ‘**D**’ refers to Defensive risk management; ‘**E**’ is how we improve our operations and processes to achieve Enterprise Excellence.

**GIC’s O-D-E Framework to Sustainability**

**OFFENCE**

As regulators, consumers, and businesses increasingly act on sustainability considerations, new investment opportunities will open up. We aim to capture these by:

- **Integrating sustainability considerations, including climate-related factors, into our investment processes.** Across all asset classes, we are expanding the range of data and tools available to our teams, to incorporate both quantitative and qualitative ESG factors into investment analysis, due diligence, valuation, risk assessment and post-investment monitoring.

- **Investing in ESG-related opportunities arising across asset classes.** This includes renewable energy assets, “green” buildings, and emerging technologies that support the low-carbon transition. Past investments include Greenko, Energy Development Corporation (EDC), Apeel Sciences and Chargepoint. GIC has played a key role in optimising Greenko’s capital structure, shaping its strategy and improving corporate governance and reporting standards. In the case of Chargepoint, we introduced the company to our private equity and real estate departments for potential fleet leasing and real estate opportunities. We have also set up an internal team to explore investments in sustainability-themed, high-conviction ideas across multiple asset classes.

- **Incorporating sustainability signals into quantitative strategies,** for example, by identifying and acquiring high-quality ESG data, and supplementing these data sets with proprietary analyses.

- **Greening our portfolio of real assets** by ensuring that all buildings we invest in are environmentally sustainable, or have the potential to be retrofitted to improve their environmental footprint. For example, extensive energy reduction and sustainability efforts were implemented in Gangnam Finance Center, GIC’s wholly-owned office building located in the hub of Seoul’s Gangnam Finance District. As a result of these efforts, the Center was certified LEED-EB Gold in 2011, and LEED-EB Platinum, the highest certification level achievable in LEED, in 2013.
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13 Greenko is one of India’s largest pure-play renewable energy independent power producers, with 4.3GW of operating capacity diversified across solar, wind, and small-medium hydro power plants across 12 states in India, and over 4GW in the pipeline.

14 Energy Development Corporation is the Philippines’ largest geothermal energy producer and the world’s largest vertically integrated geothermal developer and operator, with a total of 1.2GW of geothermal, 150MW of wind, and 132MW of hydro operating capacity.

15 US-based Apeel Sciences develops plant-derived coatings that fresh food growers, suppliers, and retailers can use to keep produce fresh two to three times longer. This promotes more sustainable growing practices, better quality food, and less food waste.

16 ChargePoint is the US market leader in Electric Vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure, with an expanding European presence. The EV market forms a critical component of supporting the de-carbonisation of the economy.
Sustainability trends and climate change pose investment risks, including physical risks of being damaged by extreme weather events, and financial risks of assets being “stranded” as economies transition to a low-carbon economy. We protect our investments by:

- **Regularly screening our existing portfolio** for a variety of ESG issues. This includes stress testing our portfolio against potential climate-related disruptions and scenarios, implementing appropriate hedging strategies to mitigate anticipated risks.
- **Conducting additional due diligence for companies exposed to greater sustainability risks**, and adjusting our long-term valuation and risk models accordingly. For example, we consider how a company is positioned for the transition to a lower-carbon economy, whether it has adequate measures to identify and mitigate potential climate change-related risks, and whether such efforts are prioritised by its management.
- **Actively engaging our portfolio companies** to improve corporate governance, strengthen resilience against climate risks, and advocate for other positive environment and social outcomes. We regularly speak with senior management and boards of directors, and vote responsibly across all active and significant holdings.
- **Researching climate change risks** and stress-testing our portfolio against potential near-term climate-related disruptions and long-term climate scenarios. We apply the results of the stress tests to develop strategies that mitigate anticipated risks and make our portfolio more climate-resilient. For instance, by assessing the potential financial impact of future changes in carbon prices on our investments, we are able to better engage with investee companies to develop specific mitigation actions.
- **Supporting efforts by the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)** to develop an internationally accepted framework on climate reporting, and also encourage companies to adopt TCFD’s recommendations on disclosures. We view the TCFD as providing a practical framework for companies to disclose their climate-related strategies, and for investors to incorporate climate change considerations into long-term investment decisions.

The way in which we operate sustainably as an organization is as important as the way we invest. We do this by:

- **Procuring and consuming sustainably**. We communicate clear expectations for sustainable behaviour by our business partners and service providers, and do not enter into contracts with those who do not meet our standards. We also cut down on the use of non-recyclable materials, reduce energy usage through technology and staff behaviours, and improve the environmental footprint of our office spaces.
- **Aiming to become carbon-neutral in our global operations by FY2020/2021**.
- **Fostering collaboration and inclusion**. We believe that an inclusive culture - where our people share a common purpose, sense of belonging, diversity of skills and views, and respect and active contribution – makes for greater collective impact.
- **Advocating an understanding of long-termism in the community**, through our active participation in initiatives such as FCLTGlobal and the International Forum of Sovereign Wealth Funds (IFSWF), contributions to research on long-term investment issues, and financial literacy programmes in collaboration with schools and other organizations.
- **Building confident communities**. Our employees are empowered to engage with non-profits by contributing their time and expertise to their respective communities. We also collaborate with our business partners for community events, and contribute to humanitarian efforts globally.
- **Ensuring sound governance**. We require the highest standards of responsible and ethical conduct from our employees in all our business dealings.
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17 The FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) develops voluntary, consistent climate-related financial risk disclosures for use by companies. We find that it provides a practical framework for companies to disclose their climate-related strategies and investors to make investment decisions for the long term.
CONCLUSION

Sustainability is one of the most significant trends in the financial markets given its material impact on a company’s risk profile, cost of capital and long-term performance. Investors face a real risk of underperforming if they do not effectively integrate ESG considerations into their investments.

Given our mandate, sustainability remains a key priority and an essential part of GIC’s investment strategy, risk management, corporate culture and process. By integrating sustainability factors into our management and investment processes, we build resilience and diversification in our portfolio to achieve better long-term returns. In addition, we strive to create positive outcomes for our portfolio and the communities we invest in, by helping companies move toward a more long-term stakeholder-centric model of corporate behavior. This will reinforce GIC’s role as a long-term investor and a responsible steward of our country’s reserves.